RadioPro Solo

Version Release Details

7.0.2



Added support for XPR5550 4-line display.
Removed “Enlarge Text” client option since no longer needed because app is now resizable.

6.0.10




Fixed DPI GUI issues.
Crash Reporter fails to send data if OS or Serial number cannot be found.
Solo failing to start on some XP machines.

6.0.9




Added UIHandle.Invoke.
Now using DirectX and NAudio for audio. (Not Alvas nor WinMM.)
Re-made GUI.

6.0.1






PTT button sticking with left-right mouse click combo.
Hotkeys updated.
Removed Gateway settings (Now only available through ICU).
Removed Show Console.
Setting Mic level causing PTT to delay, so changed to Async instead.

6.0.0


?

5.1.6



Changed public demo address to new 198.144.49.99 address.
Fixed graphic issues with texting window.

5.1.3 – 5.1.4













Removed NAudio SaveWaveIn global lock, since it was causing delay in starting mic.
Mini VU meter now uses same stream as client, and does not create second Wave In stream.
Made TurboVUi Sound blocking event based instead on polling.
Socket Connection clearing entire stream when de-serializing unknown ID.
Intercom now works even when radio is disconnected.
Added audio quality option; High Quality and Compressed.
Changed Audio Output Processing:
i) Using buffer release callbacks instead of MMTimer syncing.
ii) Opening and Closing audio stream when not used, instead of Pausing/resuming.
iii) Delay time reduced when playing audio.
iv) Adding callbacks for when audio stream is done playing.
Removed Alvas Audio completely and replaced with NAudio (File Streamer, File Writer)
No more Auto Compress in Socket Connection.
Recorder causing echo at end of transmission. Now checking Bytes Recorded property on Wave In.
Removed Diagnostics window.
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5.1.1


Fixed locking problem if no mic is connected.

5.1.0




Updated Delcom Dual Footswitch USB HID cfg because of falsing.
Made all audio packet processing immediate, and not done using async.
Used NAudio Save Wave In for Intel USB problem

5.0.11




Gateway alias error if alias is removed. Annoying scrolling text eliminated.
Flash texting window if new text is received and is hidden behind another window.
Changed Auto Scale Mode to NONE. Fixes DPI problems on Win7.

5.0.10


Effects volume not affecting sounds that loop.

5.0.9





Handles new Notify Messages from server.
Disconnects when trial is over and does not reconnect. Does not kill app any more.
Added connection check timer.
Handle error when mic level cannot be set before transmitting.

5.0.8




Fixed Async Client; wasn't connecting properly, causing audio to echo back to PC.
Changed Client audio settings to use Win MM Devices rather than Alvas.
Added Buddy Mic USB Id 29205.

5.0.7


No PC audio when cross mute is disabled.

5.0.6












Clear browse history and active users after reconnect.
Radio Enable/Disable/Remote Monitor for admin account only.
Added Radio Check feature in Active Users.
Added Call Alert feature in Active Users.
Login Time in active users changed from universal time to local.
Added cross muting.
Active Users timeout option.
Browse History was not showing any results in version 5.0.4.
Text message window times were universal not local.
TMS crash when sending/receiving text to user not in the user list.
Changed TMS tooltip time from universal to local.
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5.0.5


Wait for PTT sound before transmitting.

5.0.4





Use .NET Reactor 4.4.0.0 for obfuscation.
Recent History and Browse History forms need local time instead of Universal.
Added USB config for Delcom Dual Footswitch.
Socket Client.Connect() failed if called repeatedly after connection.

5.0.3


No Change

5.0.2


Refer to TurboVUi Server 5.0.2 updates.

5.0.1












Solo time is different than Dispatch time. (Was displaying UTC);
Time settings are converted from UTC to local.
Showed currently connected PC's in Active Users.
“Enlarge display text option”.
“Clear texts after window closes” option.
Replace ID's in display with aliases.
Added mic VU meter.
Persist mic level on transmit.
Fixed display text bug when Ignoring font size from radio and resizing window.
USB file is now "UsbHidDevices.cfgovr"
Intercom is canceled if radio receives a call.

5.0.0






Added additional debug audio logging.
Updated usb hid config file.
Set Turbovui_Gateway_Client.TransferTimeout from 2000 to 4000 for LTR mode.
Fixed bug where error bonk didn't sound if radio dekeyed while user is transmitting.
Slow connecting when DNS server not found.

4.0.3


Change Password form not trimming password.

4.0.2




Active Users Form making PC Slow.
Tested 2000 radio aliases successfully.
Fixed DPI auto scaling problem.
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3.2.0



Updated USB Config file with Buddy Mic 7G.
Hide invisible channels/zones.

3.1.6





Crashes with some windows 7 machines when calling HidP_GetButtonCaps().
Active Users does not show any users.
Reset 'last' timers on client when connecting to a Gateway.
Changed default public demo gateway to 216.228.66.251 from 216.228.66.196

3.1.5






Allowed All-Call group in gateway config.
Allowed All-Call group in Client_User_Manageandr.ChangeUserStatus.
Fixed effects-volume in client-settings.
Removed Checkbox from GUI: Mute audio from PCs (Replaced by PC-Audio level Slide bar) .
Error when re-writing a WAV effect while other instance is openned.
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